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Giving an insight into how this inspiring and talented artist works, The Addictive Sketcher passes
on Adebanji Alade's infectious enthusiasm and will have the reader reaching for a pencil or pen
to have a go. Adebanji has a skill and a passion for speaking and motivating his audience in a
fun and engaging way, and this is reflected in his writing style.Lively, stimulating and instructive,
it is packed with numerous examples of the author’s sketches as well as examples of his vibrant
finished paintings. Covering pencils, coloured pencils, charcoal and graphite, along with finished
oil paintings, this book provides a fascinating insight into the author’s techniques.Adebanji’s
work covers a broad range of subjects, including landscapes, portraits, crowd scenes, urban
scenes and seascapes. He’s particularly well known for his portraits and working outdoors
capturing the life of London where he lives. This book includes examples from a range of subject
areas.

Paint Magazine - Jan 2020I said you'll like Adebanji and I'll go further, you'll love him. His
addiction isn't demanding (at least not of the reader) and his enthusiasm doesn't make him a
preacher. He just wants you to get as much pleasure from sketching - anything and everything -
as he does. He achieves this by showing countless examples and by offering a torrent of
practical advice. But perhaps the best thing about Adebanji is that he understands his own
working methods and this makes him one of the best teachers around. Books on sketching can
easily be - erm - sketchy (boom, boom!) when it comes to instruction, but this is one of the best
drawing manuals there is. Adebanji understands form, structure and perspective and his
explanations of everything from faces to buildings, interiors, landscapes and figures, both
individual and in groups, are second to none.This is a joyous book that will teach you much more
than you'll ever believe in the company of a warm and generous teacher. The Artist - Feb
2020This is a book born of love. Adebanji Alade loves books and he loves drawing. If you're
going to write one, it's a good place to start. In other hands, this could easily be a street-corner
evangelistic rant, but Adebanji is too smart for that. He's also an excellent teacher, having learnt
his craft from a copy of Alwyn Crawshaw's Learn to Sketch and understanding not just the
processes of drawing, but how to acquire them.It's impossible not to be carried along by his
enthusiasm and the sheer dynamism of his work. Although this is carried out for the most part in
the field, it's remarkably polished and a lot more than just quick notes. There's an element of
improvisation - a jazz-like tone - and Adebanji certainly has a natural ability. If you share his love
of drawing, this is a book to embrace as well as learn from.Booklist - April 2020Author and artist
Alade, known for his painting, teaching, and YouTube channel, believes that making sketching a
habit is the best way to develop one’s skills. This method of daily practice will sound familiar to
readers pursuing virtually any artistic endeavor, and Alade endorses a focus on sketching



subjects one finds interesting as the key to sustaining the practice over time. With lists of advice
for creating a sketching habit, sections focused on techniques, tools, subjects, and settings offer
instruction and examples. The variety in Alade’s own work—using a range of media, both color
and monotone, and in a number of styles—keeps the reader’s interest. Aspiring artists with a
wide range of styles will see themselves reflected here. Alade encourages readers to immerse
themselves in the works of artists they admire through books and documentaries, so library staff
may find that this book also spurs interest in other art books. — Anne Heidemann --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorAdebanje Alade is a
young, up-coming artist who has already made his mark as an inspirational artist and
motivational speaker on the London art scene. Otherwise known as 'The Addictive Sketcher',
Adebanje has been featured regularly on The One Show sketching celebrities such as Jeremy
Paxman and Leslie Ash, and can often be found sketching travellers on the London
Underground. Adebanje is an Associate Member of the Royal Institute of Oil Painters; a full
member of The Guild of Fine Art in Nigeria; and in 2014 was elected to the council of the
Chelsea Art Society. He also belongs to Urban Sketchers Worldwide and Plein Air Brotherhood.
His awards include Buxton Spa Sketchbook Award (2014); winner of Pinta Rapido Plein Air
Event at Chelsea Town Hall in 2013; winner of Best Painting of a London Scene, Chelsea Art
Society in 2010, and numerous others. He writes regularly for The Artist magazine and exhibits
with the Royal Institute of Oil Painters. Adebanje has a strong following in the US as well as the
UK, and he regularly demonstrates to art groups, art societies and schools around the country. --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Gordon Ray, “The enthusiasm comes through! Fresh, original and full of Inspiration. I'm not sure
this book would benefit beginners as much as someone who's been drawing for a while. If you've
never drawn before, a basic how-to book will probably get you started. However, if you are
looking for inspiration, enthusiasm, and some fresh ideas, this book has it. The step by step
instructionals help to clarify how the author tackles a subject. I found it helped loosen me up, and
my drawings already look fresher, looser, and more interesting. The author combines different
materials you don't always see together, such as pencil and marker pens, which makes this
book different from most. The author is a true Urban sketcher, drawing on the train and public
transportation, as well as in public, and his enthusiasm for this subject comes through. Its a
beautifully laid out book, and has a lot of great pictures in it. I buy a lot of books and end up
getting rid of most of them, but this one is a keeper! I've already pre-ordered his next book.”

Jennifer, “A wonderful book on sketching places and people.. I absolutely LOVE this book! I
have long admired this artist so when I saw he had written this book, I knew I had to have it.
There is a lot of info on urban sketching with examples of his work throughout . I am a long time
sketchers and artist so can identify with all the Joy's and pitfalls.This is definitely one of my
favorite books of many.”

kc, “GREAT book!. This book is awesome and please watch videos of the "addictive sketcher".
He is filled with enthusiasm and the book is a great inspiration for all artists, beginners or
professionals.”

wee-bisim, “Dull. It was rather self indulgent. A nice glossy book but colorless and uninspiring in
presentation. Have it 4 stars for 'glossiness' , 1 star for content .”

MRS.C.J. ENGLAND, “The Addictive Sketcher. Informative book to encourage by an
enthusiastic well known artist”

Woodsy, “Lovely inspirational book. Lovely book, has really inspired me to sketch at every
possible opportunity.  All glossy coloured pages. Smashing”

Mrs. W. A. Thornley, “Sketching. Very informative”

BookWorm, “Inspirierend!. Dies ist kein "how-to" Buch, sondern eine Emunterung nach
Zeichnen 'süchtig' zu werden! Die Begeisterung des Autors ist spürbar auf jeder Seite, so dass
ich auf jeden Fall das drängende Bedürfnis spürte, endlich mal mein verstaubtes Skizzenbuch
hervor zu holen und auch mal wieder zu "sketch, sketch, sketch - draw, draw draw!"Es werden
grob die üblichen Zeichenipps gegeben - Perspektive usw., aber danach begleitet man den



Autor auf seine Tour duch England, um ihm über die Schulter zu schauen.Ich kann gar nicht
richtig ausdrücken, was das für ein tolles Lese-/Seherlebnis ist, dass einem WIRKLICH ermutigt
- ja, auch DU kannst zeichnen und irre viel Spass dabei haben!”

The book by Adebanji Alade has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 92 people have provided feedback.
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